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2009 is a year of anniversaries. Associated Students is turning
100, Huxley College nnarks their 40th anniversary, and The Planet
celebrates 30 years as Western's environmental magazine.
Over the past three decades. The Planet has followed
changing political administrations, the acquisition of Bellingham's
only Superfund site, and a pipeline explosion that devastated
Whatcom Falls Park and the community. It has covered controversial
development of many key local sites, including the Lake Whatcom
watershed, Blanchard Mountain and the waterfront.
As these stories continue to affect our community, others join
the pages. This quarter, we look at the past and future of Whatcom
County, from growth management to wildlife conservation, and from
multicultural science programs to recycled art. As our community
grows in new ways, we strive to bring you a knowledgeable and
fresh voice on things that matter.
What will be the future of this magazine? The Planet has
grown from a mimeographed monthly publication to the only
undergraduate-produced environmental magazine in the country.
It now reaches a global audience, but still remains committed to
objectively telling the stories of people here in Whatcom County.
This magazine will always be a work in progress, influenced by
its ever-changing and dynamic staff. As the world of journalism
changes, we're experimenting with multimedia and design to get
information to you as effectively as possible, telling stories that
transcend boundaries of time and place.
We still have a ways to go. Now more than ever, we need to
look at our collective past and come together to discuss our future.
As naturalist and author John Muir said, "When one tugs at a single
thing in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the world."
This magazine continues to evolve, as do the stories it covers.
Where The Planet goes in the future is up to you.
We thank you for your readership, and welcome feedback in
the form of letters, e-mail or conversation. Here's to 30 years!
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Thanks to our enterprising videographers, talented photographers and hardworking
writers. Special thanks to Bill Dietrich (Captain Planet), Jeff Jewell, all of our helpful
sources, Anne, Kayiin, Olivia, the rest of our amazing staff, pizza, and all the dedicated
Planeteers who came before us and made this magazine what it is today.
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The Planet Magazine is the quarterly student publication of Western Washington University's Huxley
College of the Environment. We are dedicated to environmental advocacy and awareness through
responsible journalism.
This issue of The Planet is printed on Mohawk Options 100 percent PC Cool White Smooth paper. It is
made from 100 percent postconsumer waste fiber through non-polluting, wind generated energy and
printed with soy-based inks.
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Corrections: In the Winter 2009 issue, a quote in "Cutting the Cord" was misattributed to Bernard
Housen. The speaker was Jai Boreen.
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EXTINCTION

A grizzly bear searches for food in the grizzly bear exhibit at Northwest Trek in Eatonville, Wash.
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At eight feet tall and 700 pounds, the grizzly hear is one of the
largest land predators in the world. Yet the survival of this massive
mammal may rest on a single sheet ofpaper with a thin coating of
colored ink.
All it would take is one photograph to
jumpstart grizzly bear conservation efforts in
the North Cascades, said Chris Morgan, head
of the Grizzly Bear Outreach Program. Morgan
is also the driving force behind several bear
documentaries,
including
Beartrek,
which
chronicles his motorcycle trip around the world in
search of the rarest bears.
Morgan's grizzly bear enthusiasm is infectious.
"If we were to get one photograph, it would
be my career highlight," he said.
According to Morgan, there is a debate over
whether there are actually grizzlies inhabiting the
Washington Cascades or not, and a photo is the
best way to prove there are.
"That one picture of a grizzly bear will help tip
the balance of the doubters," Morgan continued.
"If there's one, there's no more proof needed."
Without photographic evidence that grizzly
bears still inhabit the North Cascades, it will be
impossible to garner enough public support to
introduce new bears and save the population.
Without the addition of new bears, the grizzly
bears of the Pacific Northwest will soon be gone,
and with them an important part of what makes
Northwest wildlife wild.
Since the 1800s, the grizzly population of
the Pacific Northwest has dwindled to almost
nothing. Grizzly bears were slaughtered both
for their hide and out of fear that they would
attack and kill people and livestock. According to
the Outreach Program, the estimated resident
population in the North Cascades of Washington
is 5 to 20 bears.
A study by a group from Washington State
University attempted to determine the population
density of grizzly bears in the North Cascades.
The study began in 1998 and concluded in 2000.
In order to collect grizzly hair, a single strand of

barbed wire was strung between two trees and
a scent lure smelling of rotten meant was placed
nearby. When the bears passed beneath the
wire, strands of their hair caught in the barbs and
could later be recovered. After three years of data
collection, the study was only able to recover one
grizzly bear hair.
The most recent grizzly bear sighting near the
North Cascade recovery zone occurred in May
of 2003 in Chesaw, Wash. A rancher witnessed
a grizzly walking across his property, and a
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
biologist confirmed the sighting through footprint
and scat analysis.
Since the grizzly bear population in the North
Cascades is so depleted, the species won't be
able to recover without the addition of new bears,
a process known as augmentation.
According to the North Cascades Conservation
Council, a group dedicated to protecting the North
Cascade wilderness, some of the necessary
steps leading up to augmentation have already
taken place. Beginning in 1975, the grizzly
population was listed under the U.S. Endangered
Species Act, and in 1991, the Washington State
North Cascades were designated a recovery zone
for grizzlies.
The next step in the augmentation process is
an Environmental Impact Survey. While Morgan
said the survey will cost roughly $1 million, it will
detail all of the possible outcomes of introducing
new grizzlies to the population, as well as what
would happen if the population was left on its
own.
The Conservation Council states that the need
for the survey has been recognized by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, but that proper funding
has not been generated.
Along with public support and funding, the

grizzly cause needs political backing and a voice
to speak out against large organizations pushing
to delay or halt grizzly bear recovery.
David Knibb's book Grizzly Wars chronicles
the fight for grizzly recovery in the United
States. It details some of the more outspoken
organizations that have rallied against grizzly bear
recovery in the North Cascades.
The Washington Cattlemen's Association
stated that they were worried about an increased
grizzly bear population killing cows, Knibb
said. Ranchers were worried because grizzlies
protected under the Endangered Species Act are
exempt from slaughter, except in cases of selfdefense.
Knibb also said logging companies in
Washington were worried about hungry bears
attacking their loggers.
Conversely, Northwest Trek bear keeper
Angela Gibson noted that despite extensive
research, she was unable to find any reports of a
grizzly bear killing a person in Washington.
Many of the opposing organizations also argue
that it is pointless to try and save a species that
can't be found. The president of the Cattlemen's
Association found it inappropriate to entertain
the idea of introducing new grizzly bears without
confirmation of a current population, according to
Knibb.
A photo would confirm bears are still living
in the North Cascades, and place an end to the
argument that you can't save something that
doesn't exist.
"Some politicians don't believe there are
bears out there, but once we show them there
are, they'll be on our side," Morgan said.
According to Morgan, grizzlies are a keystone
species, and thus they are a living yardstick for
the health of the Pacific Northwest. Protecting

5

Below: A grizzly pawprint in the nnud at Northwest Trek.
Right: A number of species inhabit the trust lands. On the Stimpson Family Nature Reserve, a large plot of land is known as
a beaver pond. If the land had gone unprotected, logging companies most likely would have drained and logged the areas
for resources.

a keystone species means indirectly protecting
a large number of other species within the
ecosystem as well.
Grizzlies are omnivores and eat a wide
variety of plants and animals. If a healthy grizzly
population falters, it is a good indication that
something else within the ecosystem is faltering
as well and may require ecological attention.
Along with being a keystone species, bears
are big contributors in keeping an ecosystem
healthy. They often knock down trees and
branches, providing food and shelter for ground
dwelling animals that wouldn't otherwise be able
to reach them, Gibson said.
Additionally, Morgan compared grizzly bears
to a walking fertilizer factory. Especially in an
area where soil quality is poor, grizzlies assist
growth by eating large amounts of plants and
other nutrient-rich food. The nutrients are then
re-deposited through the bear's scat. More bears
equals better transference of nutrients into the
soil.
Just how much of an effect an increased
grizzly population will have on the ecosystem is
yet to be determined.
"No one has monitored the effects that have
evolved without the bears here," Morgan said.
"The ecosystem likely won't collapse without the
bears, but it will be much healthier with them."
Conservation Northwest is one of the
leading organizations working toward grizzly
bear recovery. They have volunteers who place
seasonal cameras in wildlife-rich areas with the
hopes of capturing a photo of animals as they
pass by.
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The cameras are mounted in locations that are
believed to be high traffic areas because of recent,
yet often unconfirmed, grizzly sightings. A scent
lure is placed near the camera to attract grizzlies
and an infrared beam detects movement, setting
off the camera whenever the beam is interrupted.
Teams periodically trek to the cameras to collect
and replace the memory cards inside.

Without
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grizzly

bears

still

evidence
inhabit

the North Cascades, it will be
impossible to garner enough public
support to introduce new bears and
save the population. Without the
addition of new bears, the grizzly
bears of the Pacific Northwest
will soon be gone, and with them
an important part of what makes

"I think that conservation efforts are a good
way to remediate killing and show that maybe
we're learned from our mistakes," Welfelt said.
"The public lacks exposure to the problem. If
more people knew about it, maybe more would
care."
Morgan said bringing more attention to the
issue and getting people involved is the most
important task. However, he stressed he doesn't
want to cram grizzly bears down anyone's throat.
The Outreach Program's Web site is to inform
only, not to advocate one way or another.
The more people know about grizzlies, he said,
the better.
"People will start to carry decent cameras
and learn about bear signs," Morgan said. One
picture will lead to more, and people will help
spread the word about grizzlies.
Morgan is departing for Alaska in June to
begin filming another documentary for PBS about
Alaska's bears, including the grizzly. Despite his
upcoming adventure, he can't help but reiterate
the importance of photographing a grizzly in the
North Cascades.
"It would be a huge media moment," he said.
"We could finally say, 'Here is the elusive grizzly,
no longer a myth!"'

Northwest wildlife wild.
Volunteer Lindsay Welfelt set up cameras
in June 2008. She said it is important the bears
are saved, especially since the main reason for
the grizzly bear decline was deliberate killing
by people..

Wes Simons studies creative writing. This is his
first published piece,
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PROTECT & (PRE)SERVE

Written by Jory M. Mickelson | Photography by Jordan Stead
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The Stimpson Family Nature Reserve, once
the site of a logging camp, is one of the few
undisturbed forest wetlands in Whatcom County,
according to the county Parks Department. Over
the years, developers and logging companies
repeatedly tried to purchase the land from
the Stimpson family. Without the help of the
Whatcom Land Trust, a local conservation group,
this wetland might have been logged, drained and
developed.
Instead, the land trust worked with the family
who owned the core property and a variety of
other agencies to create a nature reserve.
A land trust is a nonprofit organization created
to hold land for a variety of purposes. Each trust
is defined by its individual goals.
The Whatcom Land Trust was created by
local dairy farmers in 1984 over a meal at The
Dutch Mothers Restaurant in Lynden, Wash. The
dairymen, concerned with the shrinking amount
of agricultural land in Whatcom County, formed
the trust to preserve farmland.
Over the past 25 years, the Whatcom Land
Trust's mission has expanded from conserving
only agricultural land. The trust's mission now
includes the protection of open space, wildlife
habitat and natural ecosystems due to population
growth and urban development within Whatcom
County.
The population of Whatcom County has
increased by almost 18 percent in the past eight
years, according to the most recent U.S. census.
That is an extra 29,700 people, which is equal to
8

moving the entire population of Mount Vernon,
Wash, into Whatcom County.
The Whatcom Land Trust has preserved
almost 9,000 acres of land throughout Whatcom
County.
Founding member of the land trust and lawyer
Rand Jack said the greatest challenge the land
trust faced was gaining people's trust. When
the Whatcom Land Trust started, there was no
government money involved, so the land trust
asked people to donate their land. Jack said.
"A land trust lives or dies on trust," Jack said.
Eric Carabba, the land trust's conservation
director, said conservation easements protect
land from being developed. It is how the land
trust protects many sites in Whatcom County, he
added.
Steve Walker, property steward for the land
trust, said he thinks of a piece of land as a bundle
of sticks. Each stick represents a different feature
of that land: forest, water, the soil, or minerals.
Conservation easements are designed to protect
some aspect of that property: certain sticks in the
bundle.
"The land trust works with owners to
decide which aspects of the property should be
protected," Walker said. "Each conservation
easement is as unique as the individual
landscape."
Walker said that the donation of a conservation
easement is in perpetuity, or forever. Once a piece
of property is registered, the land trust agrees to
protect it beyond the lifetime of the landowner.

In order to meet that agreement, the land trust
must be a sustainable organization, he added.
"The land trust still needs to be in Whatcom
County 100 years from now," Walker said.
One way in which the land trust is able to
manage so much property is by turning it over
to other agencies to manage, while retaining the
conservation easements.
The land trust has worked closely with
the Whatcom County Parks and Recreation
department to help create nine county parks.
Mike McFarlane, the county director of Parks
and Recreation, has been involved in several of
these partnerships, including the Stimpson Family
Nature Reserve. Often, the land trust negotiates
an agreement between the landowners and the
government. The county can do some things
better than the land trust can, McFarlane said.
While the land trust is good at acquiring land, the
county is better equipped to handle issues like
the maintenance of trails and parking lots and the
recreational use of parks, he added.
McFarlane admits that the county and
the land trust do not always see eye to eye.
Disagreements over how much development or
the kind of public access a piece of land should
receive have come up.
"In the end it is a partnership," McFarlane
said. "We have to pool our resources to make
projects happen."
Walker said the land trust does not manage
lands for recreational purposes, which may
surprise people. The trust wants to conserve and

protect land. The less attention it receives, the
easier that is to do, Walker added.
The role the land trust plays in acquiring a
property is not always simple.
Susan Trimingham, one of the seven Stimpson
siblings who jointly owned the core property, said
the siblings had different ideas about what should
be done with the 136-acre site.
Trimingham said that her maternal grandfather
bought the land, a logging camp known as the
"Maning Camp," in the 1920s or 30s. The site
contains a number of old growth trees. Over the
years, logging companies approached her mother
and then the siblings about buying the land.
In 2000, Trimingham and her siblings worked
with the land trust to negotiate turning the
property into a nature reserve. She said that her
siblings wanted to keep the site as undisturbed as
possible, but also desired trails and public access.
The Stimpson property was adjacent to
Department of Natural Resources land, set aside
for conservation, and property owned by Western
Washington University. Ron Taylor, an emeritus
biology professor at Western, stressed the
biodiversity of the wetlands that their land had,
Trimingham added.
The family donated 116 acres of property,
retaining 20 acres for themselves. Trimingham
said the family felt donating the land was the best
use for it.
"Several members of ourfamily know the land
trust has a strong history of land stewardship,"
Trimingham said. "When you are committed to

preserving land, you find a way to do it."
Carabba said that the land trust negotiated
with the City of Bellingham, Western, the Trillium
Corporation, Whatcom County Parks and the
Washington Department of Natural Resources
to create the park. Each entity donated land to
the Stimpson family's 116 acres to bring the total
to 386 acres. It takes problem solving, creativity
and patience to complete deals like this, Carabba
added.
"We're good at negotiating complex
partnerships," Jack said. "That is a hard thing for
government agencies to do on their own."
Rich Bowers, the president of Whatcom Land
Trust, said the current economic crisis has created
a unique situation for the land trust. Less money
is available for acquiring land. On the other hand,
more people are selling land that they would not
have parted with a few years ago because they
need money.
While there is a limited window for acquiring
land in Whatcom County, in these tough economic
times, builders are not developing land as quickly.
The trust needs to aggressively acquire as much
land as it can. Bowers said.
The residents of Whatcom County take for
granted that more and more people want to
live here. Jack said. At the same time, no one
believes that their quality of life will change, so
there is a disconnect.
According to the Whatcom Coalition for
Healthy Communities, in 2005 there were more
houses built on unincorporated portions of the

county than were built in the city of Bellingham.
In 2007, the USDA's agricultural census showed
that the amount of land being farmed in Whatcom
County declined by 31 percent over the previous
five years.
"With that kind of population pressure, if you
don't protect the land and its ecosystems, we will
end up looking like Seattle, Denver or Cleveland,"
Jack said.
Jack said that land is a finite commodity.
Residents of Whatcom County need to protect
what they have right now.
"In my 25 years with the land trust, I have
come to see there is never going to be more land,
only less," Jack said.

Jory M. Mickelson studies creative writing. His
work has appeared in The Western Front, Jeopardy
Magazine,Cascadia Weekly and The Betty Pages.
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Imagine living in a world where your only possible sexual partners
are your relatives. For mountain goats in Washingtons Cascade
range, that isn’t such a stretch.
lnterstate-90 splits mountain goat habitat,
halving the number of potential mates and
increasing their chances of inbreeding, which
lowers the population's ability to survive and
reproduce. The constant high-speed traffic on
the freeway, combined with human-related
development near the road, makes the 1-90
corridor an impassible barrier for the small
population of mountain goats in Washington's
Cascade Mountains.
"Any high alpine animal won't be too thrilled
about all the roads, clear-cuts and cabins [in the
1-90 corridor]," said Kelly McAllister, a habitat
connectivity biologist with the Washington State
Department of Transportation. "There are a
number of things going on that make that area a
barrier for some species. "
Mountain goat habitat in the Cascades
extends from Mount Baker in the north to Mount
Adams in the south. While much of the highalpine habitat is intact, roads, logging and other
human-related development prohibit mountain

goats from roaming freely through the terrain
1-90 isn't the only thing blocking mountain goat
movement and gene flow, but it is the biggest
factor, said Andrew Shirk, an environmental
science graduate student at Western Washington
University.
Shirk has been researching mountain goats
for his master's thesis, which is focused on
identifying areas in the Cascades where mountain
goat movement and gene flow is blocked. He
spent the last two summers collecting samples
of mountain goat genetic material throughout the
Cascades.
"There are other barriers like Mount Baker
Highway, Baker Lake and North Cascades
Highway, but they are insignificant compared to
1-90," Shirk said.
Small towns and highways can't be bulldozed
and reforested to help the plight of the isolated
mountain goats, but 1-90 could be made crossable
for the horned, high-alpine inhabitants.
The Department of Transportation is planning

to upgrade a 15-mile section of 1-90 in order to
improve habitat connectivity, meet projected
traffic demands and increase driver safety.
The plan to upgrade the freeway from Hyak to
Easton, Wash., includes a combination of bridges
and wildlife overpasses that will enable mountain
goats and other wildlife to cross under and over
the freeway, McAllister said.
Freeway bridges will be built much longer than
the width of the creeks they cross, so animals can
pass under the freeway. For example. Gold Creek
is 40 to 60 feet wide. The planned bridge over
Gold Creek will be 1200 feet long, allowing ample
room for terrestrial animals to cross underneath
the freeway, along the creek, McAllister said.
In addition, the Department of Transportation
plans to build two wildlife overpasses that will
allow wildlife to cross over the freeway. The
fenced overpasses will be covered with soil
and native plants and will be wide enough that
animals won't see the road while they're crossing
over it, McAllister said.
The Department of Transportation's engineers
are working closely with engineers from Banff
National Park in Canada, who successfully
implemented a similar project on the TransCanada highway. Wildlife crossing structures
over the Trans-Canada highway get significant

Written by David Leers | Photography by Talithia Taitano

Seeing this eyesore of uncontrolled growth
and poor planning gave Fleetwood the political
fuel he needed to begin his successful campaign
as Whatcom County councilor. Fleetwood holds
high hopes of saving what is left of the rural
character of the county.
According urban sprawl author Eben Fodor,
160 acres of land are consumed every hour in the
U.S. due to urban sprawl.
Bellingham is the 11th largest city in
Washington but ranks 52nd in density. A lowdensity sprawl of homes continues to grow
outward, leapfrogging from one home to the
next around the city. This contributes to traffic
problems and air pollution and destroys Whatcom
County residents' quality of life, Fleetwood said.
In an effort to combat this under-regulated
expansion throughout Washington, the state
legislature passed the Growth Management Act
in 1990.
The Act mandates that the county create a

plan for future land use and determine where
urban growth boundaries will exist. The county
takes a 20-year population projection number
from each city in the county to determine how
much total growth it will need to accommodate.
In 1997, the County Council adopted a
comprehensive plan to comply with the growth
act, promising Whatcom residents a future of
carefully-planned growth.
Dan Warner, former County Council member,
left before the first comprehensive plan was
created but still remains active in the political
sense as a member of an anti-sprawl group called
Futurewise. The Whatcom chapter of Futurewise
acts as a watchdog to the council in the decisions
they make on the comprehensive plan.
According to Futurewise, the county has been
developing at least 1,200 acres of land per year
since 1982, and the number is increasing every
year.
The 1997 growth plan went unchecked and

allowed for under-regulated expansion into the
outskirts of the city, Warner said.
The county's plan only wanted 6 percent of
new growth to go into the rural areas. Instead
there was a 24 percent increase of new growth,
Warner said.
"They drew the urban growth boundaries
monstrously large," Fleetwood said. "Then they
had this huge rural designation too."
These boundaries and rural designations
created potential for low-density sprawl,
Fleetwood said. This allowed people to develop
on one-house-per-five-acre lots spread throughout
the county, changing Whatcom's rural landscape.
Now the county must plan out the urban
boundaries for the county based on a 20-year
population projection number.
According to the Office of Financial
Management, there is a range of projections
based on population trends from 29,000 to
133,000 new residents for the next 20 years.

Bellingham and the surrounding eountryside were not as Seth Fleetwood left them. The eountryside he
had been accustomed to was dissolving into homes and mansions splattered out across an invisible grid
in a disorganized fashion. Fleetwood never thought he would return to Bellingham to find the rustic
scenery of Whatcom County spotted with rampant housing development.
In hopes of keeping the urban boundaries
tighter, Fleetwood said he hopes the county
decides on a low projection number.
Bill Quehrn, executive Director of the Building
Industry Association of Whatcom County, said a
low projection number can be dangerous.
"A projection number should be used as a
planning tool, not a limiting tool," Quehrn said.
Projecting too low doesn't give cities,
developers and planners enough room to plan out
an area for possible growth, according to Quehrn.
If the county under-projects the future growth of
Whatcom County, city planning can get messy.
Under-projecting requires city planners to make
hasty planning decisions when the growth arrives
and results in poor locations of city services in the
long run, Quehrn said.
Jack Weiss, Bellingham city councilor, said
he believes there is a good reason why a lower
projection number should be chosen. Weiss
believes the current population trends won't

continue because of declining real estate values
and the dry credit market. People are having a
tough time selling their homes and moving to
Whatcom County.
Weiss said the city is in support of a low
population-projection number in order to contain
the growth.
But if the urban boundaries are not expanded
enough, the people who make up the 20 years of
new growth will have to find somewhere to live.
As an environmental writer and local growth
consultant. Jack Petree has a different view on
the projection number. If the urban areas are
not willing to adjust to new growth, then new
residents will move out to the rural areas.
"It's not nuclear physics," Petree said.
The Census Bureau predicts Washington to
be one of the fastest growing states. To preserve
the rural areas from development, the urban
areas need to accept a higher population number
to provide living spaces for new residents. Based

on supply and demand, the new growth residents
will demand homes in the city, and if supplied
with living spaces, they will live there, Petree said.
Now willing to accept the five-acre lots
and still holding onto the hope of preserving a
disappearing countryside, Fleetwood said he
feels it isn't practical to simply increase the urban
boundaries to welcome 20 years worth of new
residents.
Uncertain of what will become of the
Whatcom's countryside, Fleetwood said he
knows one thing is for sure.
"We're going to grow," Fleetwood said.
"Everyone and their mom wants to move here."
David Leers is a general studies major. He has
been published in The Western Front.

George Dyson can see the waters of Bellingham Bay from his kayak
shop, less than a block awayfrom the pilings and abandoned docks that
hang over the shoreline. He moved to Bellingham 20 years ago to build
kayaks, drawn by the easy access to what he says is the best bay along the
Washington coast. But for Dyson, the waters he sees from his window
might as well not exist, as he is also a block awayfrom the endless acres
ofdead ground and crumbling ruins ofthe Georgia-Pacific pulp mill
The land the old paper mill sits on is a massive
toxic waste site, due to the mill dumping mercury
into the bay and over a century of heavy industrial
use, and has separated the citizens of Bellingham
from their bay for decades. For 20 years, Dyson
has watched its empty grounds sit idle.
In 2005, the Port of Bellingham bought the
137 acres of land from Georgia Pacific for $10
- under the condition that the Port would take
responsibility for the cleanup. On April 20, 2009,
the Port and the City of Bellingham agreed on a
controversial plan to redevelop the waterfront
and bring Bellingham back to the bay.
But as Dyson points out, there is a big hitch
in realizing that vision - the 220 acres the Port
and City are trying to develop contains six statelisted toxic sites, including the site of a chloralkali plant where mercury was used to bleach
and pulp wood fiber and then discharged into
the bay. The other five sites include a municipal
landfill, a wood treatment operation, a boatyard
contaminated with petroleum and solid waste,
a waterway used for fish processing, and a 40acre wastewater treatment pond full of mercurytainted sediments. Before any part of the Port
and City's plan can be realized, the entire area
needs to be cleaned up. But with the debate over
the plan still raging, the economy in recession,
the state budget at a deficit, and investors wary,
the waterfront development finds itself caught
between a necessary clean up and a lack of
money to pay for it.
"Nothing will happen until there is a genuine,
realistic cleanup plan, and action is taken
accordingly," Dyson said, "Which will be very,
very expensive."
The total cost of cleanup is estimated at $94
million.
Mike Stoner is the Port of Bellingham's
environmental manager. Stoner has plenty of
experience with toxic sites - before being hired
by the port, he worked for the Environmental
Protection Agency cleaning up Superfund sites.
The Port and City, Stoner says, are envisioning
a diverse and progressive redevelopment that
would include 33 acres of park (the equivalent to
396 basketball courts) and open up 80 percent
of the shoreline to the public. The wastewater
treatment pond would be dredged and modified
to include a new clean water marina that the
Port says will be the first of its kind. The plan
has drawn heavy criticism from some citizens,
including Dyson and other prominent community
figures. However, both the Port and City feel that
it is the plan that will most benefit everyone.
"What we're trying to do is convert 220 acres
of industrial land into 220 acres of vibrant, new,
mixed-use waterfront," Stoner said.
The Port plans to fund half of the cleanup with
money from the Department of Ecology under
the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA). The MTCA,
approved in 1998, was intended to help provide
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money to clean up the state's most polluted
sites and raises its funds mostly from taxes on
oil companies. To pay for the remaining cleanup
costs and to protect from expenses above the
estimated cost, the Port invested $20 million
into American International Group (AIG), formerly
the world's largest insurer. Ideally, the Port
would have eventually repaid this investment by
leasing or selling property from the waterfront
redevelopment. However, AIG collapsed in
September 2008 and has since received $170
billion in federal loans to keep it afloat. The U.S.
government currently owns 80 percent of AIG,
and the company recently reported the largest
quarterly loss in history, giving any investor in the
company reason to be nervous.
Jack Weiss was one of two City Councilors to
vote against the Port and City's redevelopment
plan. Weiss cited the uncertainty of cost
Bellingham Bay as seen from Boulevard Park.

estimates as one of his reasons for voting against
the proposal. He felt that voting for something
without a definite price tag, especially in the
current economic climate, seemed premature.
"We have no idea where AIG is going to go in
the next couple of years," Weiss said. "The Port
says that part of the firm they've invested in will
be okay, but we don't know for sure - I don't think
they even know."
Stoner, however, feels that the cleanup
process depends on having a solid redevelopment
plan ready and in place. This will determine how
each area of the redevelopment will be used, and
depending on that use, each area would have to
be cleaned up to a certain standard. For example,
a playground would need a high level of cleanup,
while an industrial building would not require as
much attention. Since there are different costs
for each level of cleanup, knowing this would
allow planners to develop a more accurate cost
estimate and cleanup strategy. Such a definitive
plan will help placate the concerns of investors,
both public and private.
The Port and City agreed to prepare the
ground to attract normal development, with the
Port taking responsibility for the cleanup and
marina, and the City for the roads, utilities, parks
and trails. With $350 million of public sector
investment, they hope to attract $2 billion of
additional investment over the next 20 to 30
years, Stoner said.
The Port expects to recoup the money paid
to AIG by selling or leasing roughly 30 acres

to developers. Investors would be purchasing
what is currently a toxic waste site - but would
eventually be prime real estate - as well as
being required to build to strictest sustainability
standards. A plan would help assure them that
the potential worth after cleanup would be worth
the risk and pricier concessions.
As for public funding, there is no specific talk
of cutting MTCA funds. However, the state has a
budget deficit in the billions and many areas will be
seeing cuts in funding, including the Department
of Ecology. Stoner said having a concrete plan is
important in securing federal money by showing
the Department of Ecology that the City and Port
are actively moving forward, rather than losing
it to a different cleanup project as a result of
squabbling.
Dyson, however, feels that the Port made
a mistake in trying to attract private investors
before cleaning the property up. He says that the
reason Georgia-Pacific did not sell to developers
themselves was because it is a toxic waste dump
and that it will not sell until it is cleaned up. But
when it is, figuring out what to do with it will not
even be an issue.
"Once it is cleaned up there will be no problem
agreeing on what to develop and what not to
develop," Dyson said. "No private developers, in
the current market, are going to take this liability
upon themselves, and a lot of what we are seeing
now is theatrics to try and disguise that fact. The
Port, by dreaming about condos and marinas
instead of getting to work on a realistic cleanup.

missed its chance."
Cleanup processes are underway, Stoner
points out, albeit slowly. The Log Pond - a
site where large amounts of mercury were
discharged into the bay - was capped in late
2000 and early 2001, and the Port is waiting
for the permits to begin cleanup on what is
called the Whatcom Creek Waterway. This area
includes the Log Pond, the Whatcom Creek
Channel, and the wastewater treatment pond
and is heavily contaminated with mercury. In
2007, the Department of Ecology decided what
actions were needed to clean up the waterway,
but according to Stoner, the permits are still a
year and a half out. There are currently no cleanup
plans for the remaining sites, Stoner said.
The City and the Port may have finally agreed
on a waterfront redevelopment plan. Whatever
the plan, the site has to be cleaned up before
any development actually happens. In the current
proposal, much of the cleanup is slated to be
complete as early as 2013. But with little of the
cleanup done and continuing debate - as well
as the current economic crisis making investors
wary and funding scarce - it will be much longer
before Bellingham citizens can walk to the bay
and get their feet wet, or before George Dyson
will only have to walk one block to launch his
kayak.
Sakeus Bankson studies environmental journalism.
This is his second published piece in the Planet.

"No private developers, in the
current market, are going to take
this liability upon themselves, and
a lot of what we are seeing now is
theatrics to try and disguise that
fact. The Port, by dreaming about
condos and marinas instead of
getting to work on a realistic
cleanup, missed its chance."
George Dyson

Beneath flashing lights to the sound of catwalk beats, a model
glides down the custom-built runway with confldence and poise in
a glamorous garbage gown. The vinyl album corset, construction
fencing hoop skirt and abandoned storm gear were collected from
a single dumpster dive in Ballard, Wash. The clever design received
thunderous applause for its ‘Marie Antoinette resemblance at the
RE Stores Eighth Annual Recycled Art & Eashion Show.
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To inspire change, trash fashion models
wearing unique creations made of unconventional
materials paraded down the runway at
Bellingham's Wild Buffalo House of Music. The
Haute Trash Fashion Show is only one component
of the annual April art exhibit sponsored by the
RE Store, a local non-profit retail entity promoting
reuse, that challenges perceptions of everyday
waste.
Haute Trash is a troupe of artists who design
haute couture fashion from garbage. They
educate, entertain and empowe/ communities
to reduce, reuse and recycle. This Seattlebased nonprofit has produced more than 100
runway fashion shows since 2002. It continually
challenges consumers to consider the impact of
trash on our environment with new designs from
old junk.
Haute Trash designer, model and emcee
Rayona Visqueen said she always includes facts
about human impact on the planet to emphasize
the education component central to the Haute
Trash mission. Americans generate about four
and half pounds of garbage per person per day
on average, Visqueen said. This translates to
approximately 130,700 pounds of trash in one
adult individual's life—that's enough to fill 10
garbage trucks. Almost 75 percent of that trash
could have been reused or recycled.
Trash fashion is just one example of the

creative ways in which the RE Store has inspired
reuse. Established in 1993 to divert usable
building materials from the Whatcom County
garbage incinerator, the RE Store salvages nearly
4 million pounds of unnecessary waste per
year. For Bellingham residents, it is an outlet for
recycling and education.
Carl Weimer, a RE Store founder and current
Whatcom County Councilor, said he worked with
local remodeling contractors who accumulated
functional building materials from remodeling
jobs. They spent six months studying and
surveying the possibility of a new retail adventure
that would divert as much waste as possible in a
self-sustaining way.
The RE Store founders were environmentally
driven and had little business experience, so
this endeavor was a leap of faith, Weimer said.
Researching retail recycling stores around
the country provided a model for the RE Store
in Bellingham, he said. Today the RE Store is
located in the Fountain District on Meridian
Street and occupies a 20,000 square foot space,
a considerable increase from the original 6,000
square foot store on Guide Meridian.
"We didn't want to be out there in mall
heaven," Weimer said. "But it was probably a
fortuitous thing that we did." •
Windows, flooring, paint and lighting are
items the RE Store accepts from homeowners.

contractors and businesses. RE Store donations
are eligible for either in-store trade credit, which
awards the donor 25 percent of the RE Store
selling price, or a tax receipt. Since the RE Store
opened, it has increased retail capacity and
expanded services.
Jason Darling, the RE Store education and
marketing coordinator, said workshops and
ongoing informational exhibits are hosted to help
people save money and teach the skills necessary
to reduce individual carbon footprints.
RE Store workshops provide hands on
experience that teach practical, do-it-yourself skills
and promote reuse. Darling said. The workshops
cover areas like plumbing, electrical and tiling. A
series of three recycled art workshops in April
2009 were part of the Re Store's annual month
long dedication to recycled art.
"It's not direct education," Darling said. "It's
more inspiration."
Thor Myhre, a local artist, said he has been
sculpting recycled art for 15 years. Myhre hosts
"Junk has Soul" workshops in elementary
schools and said his mission is to encourage
creativity.
Myhre began sculpting with recycled material
because it was what he could afford, but later
discovered those materials had more character
and soul, he said.
"The junk is inspirational," said Myhre, who

joined the annual RE Store art exhibit three years
ago.

Darling said the first recycled art show was
in 1999. It was a small gallery in a RE Store
conference room and featured the store's
customers. The first fashion show was in 2001 at
the Seattle RE Store, and the month-long exhibit
has grown every year since, he said.
Five galleries, three workshops and two
fashion shows contributed to the 2009 Eighth
Annual Recycled Art and Fashion Show to
demonstrate recycled art potential and educate
communities about reuse. Galleries in Bellingham,
La Conner and Seattle featured recycled artwork
from professionals, higher education students
and K-12 students. Darling said. This year was the
largest production to date and the first time that
trash fashion shows were held in both Seattle
and Bellingham.
Encouraging people to live more lightly and
creatively is part of the annual art exhibit mission.
Darling said. It is no surprise that trash fashion,
with its distinctive originality, has become a hot
commodity in the annual RE Store art exhibit.
Trash fashion predates the RE Store. Susan
Lamela produced the first trash fashion show
in 1983 in Nevada City, Calif, as a social science
experiment. A show called "On the Cutting
Edge" featured approximately 20 simple designs
made mostly of garbage bags.

Enter Robin Worley: artist, entertainer and
educator. Worley experienced trash fashion for
the first time in 1986 as a model for Lamela's
second trash fashion show. Worley adopted
Rayona Visqueen as her designer alias and her
creative fashion pieces were featured for the first
time in the next Lamela show called "Hot Trash
8 8 88
-

-

."

As a young girl, Worley said she was interested
in both trash and fashion. Her experience mostly
revolved around making clothes for her Barbie
dolls.
"I've always built whatever from whatever,"
said Worley, who moved to Hawaii in 1991 and
spent the next 10 years leading trash fashion
shows like Lamela's throughout the islands.
Worley brought trash fashion back to the
mainland in 2000. What began as a fun, creative
art outlet evolved into an important venue for
communities around the world. Trash designers
recognized their thought-provoking designs could
inspire more sustainable lifestyles through reuse.
"We used to do things for fun [in the
beginning]," Worley said. "Then we realized we
were making a statement."
Through art, entertainment and education,
Worley works to liberate the minds of youth.
With humor and irony, the Haute Trash fashion
shows contain a certain shock factor that sends
people away with new inspiration for everyday
waste. Worley said her productions promote a
shift in consciousness that creates a totally new
perspective on garbage.
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San Francisco trash designer Nic Griffin
connected with Worley and the Haute Trash
troupe at the Oregon Country fair. Known as Lotta
Rubbish by her trash fashion pals, Griffin said she
was drawn to trash and design as a young girl.
Griffin was attracted to brightly colored foils and
made dolls out of candy wrappers.
"That's the first time I found beauty in trash,"
Griffin said.

"I'm a purist about trash fashion.
If it can be recycled, it should be
recycled."

Nic Griffin, aka Lotta Rubbish

By designing and participating in the trash
fashion movement, Griffin said she hopes to
divert as much beautiful trash from landfills as
possible and create beautiful designs. Ideally
she'd like us to achieve zero waste.
"I'm a purist about trash fashion. If it can be
recycled, it should be recycled," Griffin said. "I
prefer to use stuff that can't be used at all."
Trash fashion is happening everywhere, and
it just keeps spreading. Worley, who is involved
with five shows in the Seattle area yearly, said her
Seattle productions inspired the annual "Junk to
Funk" show in Portland, Ore.
Trash fashion is also global. The Bellingham
show featured a design from London. An annual
love parade in Berlin features chicken-wire-winged
angel costumes that people wear throughout the

parade and invite spectators to stick trash on,
Worley said. By the end of the route a unique
garbage art piece has been created.
Griffin said trash art in Italy began with a
movement called "Arte Povera." Worley said
farther south in Waitakere, New Zealand an annual
"Trash to Fashion Award" show has existed for
more than a decade. Back in Bellingham, trash
fashion remains an integral part of the RE Store
re-art exhibit.
Following the models' final catwalk strut,
congratulations and cheers fill the Wild Buffalo.
Camera phones snap pictures while the audience
raves about the production. As the night comes
to an end, the inventive outfits are packed away,
waiting to inspire new garbage perspectives on
the next available crowd.
From California, to Hawaii, to Bellingham and
beyond, trashy fashion continues to challenge
communities and foster more sustainable lifestyles.
"It's taken off big time," Worley said. "We're
just the pioneers."
In a year of anniversaries, the Planet Magazine
celebrating 30 years and the RE Store
commemorating 16, recycle artists and advocates
challenge you to reuse, reduce, and most
importantly; RE think.
Megan Brown studies communication and
journalism. She has been published in The
Western Front.

1 Model shows off a fluffy white coat made out of Santa Claus beards. 2 Model Amy Mann shows off her recycled outfit accessorized with a belt made out of beer bottle caps. 3-5 Both men
and women volunteered to strut their stuff at the Wild Buffalo House of Music in Bellingham, Wash., decked out in fashion garb made by designers with recycled goods. While all the outfits
were inventive, a number of them pushed the boundaries of complexity in their imaginative nature. 6 Designer and model Tamara Adlin made her funky piece out of Ethernet cords. 7 Designer
and model Nic Griffin shows off her trash design constructed out of window blinds. 8 A Marie Antoinette dress made out of Helly Hansen rain slicker petals, recycled glass necklace, and vinyl
album corset. 9 Thor Myhre, a local recycled-art artist, shows off one of his pieces in the sculpture park in the front yard of his Bellingham home. Myhre made enough money to support himself
last year from the sale of his creations alone. 10 Designer Robin Worley looking back through her Haute Trash designs. 11 A Marie Antoinette design constructed completely out of trash.
Photos 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11 by Marybeth Coghiil
Photos 4, 5, 6, 9 by Jordan Stead
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LOGGING ROADS and
PHOSPHOROUS LOAOS
Walking down the scenic Hertz Trail, large Douglas fir, cedar
and hemlock spire from the steep slopes to the lefi, looming over
the glistening surface ofLake Whatcom. Further down the trail, six
dump truck loads ofsoil mixed with flattened 100-foot trees course
down the mountain into the lake, evidence of an erosion problem
threatening the drinking water of more than 95,000 Whatcom
County residents.
In 2008, the Whatcom County Council voted to
turn more than 8,000 acres in the Lake Whatcom
Watershed from timber harvested forestlands
into a park. One goal was to reduce the transport
of phosphorus into the lake. Phosphorous is a
pollutant that fosters algae and plant growth
and requires additional amounts of chlorine
to make the water drinkable. But park visitors
could further degrade their own water supply
as increased traffic from hikers, mountain bikers
and motorbikes on old logging roads could cause
more erosion, leading to even more landslides
that put more phosphorus into the lake than there
is now.
"In a watershed which serves as a municipal
water supply, the most important resource
coming out of that forest is not wood; it's water,"
said David Wallin, professor of environmental
science at Western Washington University.
In 1998, the lake and several of its tributaries
were put on an impaired waterbodies list required for every state by the federal Clean
Water Act - because of low dissolved oxygen
levels. Phosphorus in the lake acts like a fertilizer,
encouraging algae and plants to grow. Increased
phosphorus creates larger algal blooms that are
consumed by bacteria as the plant life decays,
removing oxygen in the water as a result through
a process called eutrophication. This process
creates zones of low oxygen in the lake that are
less habitable to fish and aquatic life, but also
require more chlorine treatment to disinfect the
water to make it drinkable, according to a study
from the Washington Department of Ecology.
April Markiewicz, the associate director for the
Institute of Environmental Toxicology at Western,
said the Whatcom watershed naturally has large
amounts of phosphorus in the soil. Increased
phosphorus levels in the lake due to human
activity have been the driving force for improving

lake quality, Markiewicz said.
The highest concentrations of phosphorus
loading are associated with urban development,
but in total, there is more phosphorus entering
the lake from the larger undeveloped forested
areas used for logging over the past century,
Markiewicz said.
"We're paying the price for what the [loggers]
in the 1890s and the 1930s did," said Fred Miller,
local Bellingham resident and lakefront home
owner.
Seth Cool, Conservation Associate of
Conservation Northwest, a non-profit organization
in the Pacific Northwest with the goal of
preserving natural forests, said logging was a
booming industry throughout Whatcom County
in the early 1900s. When the Great Depression
hit in late 1929, many private timber companies
that owned the property around Lake Whatcom
couldn't pay the taxes on the land, so they "cut
and run," abandoning the land after aggressively
harvesting it.
The State of Washington took over manage
ment of the abandoned properties, designating
them as Forest Board Lands: publicly owned
lands where revenue from timber harvesting goes
to schools, universities, hospitals and other public
facilities, to be managed by the Department of
Natural Resources (DNR).
Remnants of old logging roads are scattered
throughout the steep terrain of the proposed park.
At the turn of the century, timber companies built
roads using destructive methods that persist in
the landscape today, Wallin said. Bulldozers built
roads by pushing soil over the side of precarious
slopes and filled canyons with massive amounts
of soil with little environmental awareness, Wallin
said.
Many of the soil slumps and slope failures
in the watershed are from past logging road

"In a watershed which serves
as a municipal water supply, the
most important resource coming
out of that forest is not wood; it's
water."

David Wamn

A landslide triggered by an old logging road has eroded
the earth off a forest hill, leaving a significant amount of
bedrock exposed.
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An example of clearcutting in the Lake Whatcom Watershed. If too much water gets into the soil, it can lead to landslides.

development practices. The loose soil, mixed
with logs and shrubs, is pommeled with severe
winter rainstorms that rush water down the steep
slope, eventually ending up in the lake, said Tom
Westergreen, resource manager at the Great
Western Lumber Company.
"The whole watershed has been manipulated
in some way through timber harvesting since the
area was developed," Westergreen said. "There
were no environmental regulations or anything
back in the turn of the century, and so compared to
today, it's like night and day."
New water quality and environmental
regulations have reshaped the rules for modern
timber harvesting in the watershed. The old
methods of building roads are no longer in use
today, but the imprint they left on the forest is
clearly defined. The road's are now used as social
trails: hiking and biking trails that branch off main
trails or roads and are not included on official maps.
Increased traffic from hikers and mountain
bikers over social trails along steep slopes will
increase water runoff from seasonal streams,
worsening the erosion of loose soils and carrying
more phosphorus to the lake. The amount of soil
it would take to fill a wheelbarrow could begin a
landslide that would collect water, trees and more
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soil on its descent. By the time it reached the
bottom, the landslide could accumulate enough
debris to fill a dump truck.
Property owners in the watershed were
required to inventory all old roads no longer in
use and bring them up to new road construction
standards. The standards require proper ditches
and culverts to be installed within three to four
years, according to the Landscape Plan, which was
instituted by the county for public timberlands in
the watershed
The DNR has completed this inventory for lands
in the watershed and spent more than $1 million
on the repairing and upgrading of half a mile of old
roads. But there are still more abandoned roads
unaccounted for in the reconveyed land, which
constantly trigger massive slides of phosphorus
laden soil into the streams. There were no grants
and funds available to do this, so many of the old
roads were never inventoried. Miller said.
Whatcom County's plan to turn the
reconveyance from harvested land into an old
growth forest will contribute to the reduction of
phosphorus loading into the lake and protect the
watershed, but it will take some time before there
is a noticeable improvement to lake quality, Wallin
said.

However, if the county doesn't account for the
increased traffic and unregulated motor biking on
old logging roads, which lack effective drainage,
there will likely be even more landslides with
greater impact on water quality than if it was left
as timberland. Miller said.
Eventually the steep slopes will stabilize,
but that could take anywhere from 50 to 200
years. In that time, phosphorus loading from the
reconveyed lands could get worse due to high
public traffic on the trails along steep slopes. Miller
said. The county isn't anticipating the cost of fixing
the drainage on the old roads and the impact they
have on the quality of Whatcom County's main
source for drinking water.
"What's the [Whatcom County] Parks
Department going to do when they have to spend
$3 million to come out and deal with something
that actually is a risk to everybody's drinking
water?" Miller said.
CJ Huxford studies environmental planning and
policy. He has been published in The Western Front.
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DIVING i DIVERSITY
On the back of a research vessel, four young women eagerly

sift through a net filled with seaweed, seastars, and urchins.
With a gasp of excitement, followed by whispering in
Spanish, a small octopus is revealed. The young women are
collecting specimens for a marine invertebrates class they
selected as part of the Multicultural Initiative in Marine
Sciences: Undergraduate Participation (MIMSUP)program
at Western Washington Universitys Shannon Point Marine
Center in Anacortes, Washington.

Above: Students in a Marine Invertebrate class taught by Western
professor Brian Bingham pull in a dredge net off the stern of Shannon
Point Marine Center's research vessel, the Zoea.

While the oceans teem with diversity, the
ocean sciences do not. The National Science
Foundation (NSF) continues to recognize African
Americans, Flispanics, Native Americans and
Pacific Islanders as underrepresented in science
and engineering. According to NSF surveys,
ocean science is among the least popular
bachelor degrees. In 2004, underrepresented
minorities earned only about .06 percent of
earth, atmospheric, and ocean science bachelor's
degrees, up from .03 percent in 1995.
Although the percentage of underrepresented
minorities in the ocean sciences remains low,
the minority population is increasing dramatically
enough that demographers predict that by mid
century, whites will no longer be the majority.
As the United States becomes more ethnically
diverse, the marine scientists are looking less like
the communities they serve. Within the past few
decades, minority programs have emerged to
address this concern. The multicultural program
at Shannon Point is among the top recognized
programs.
Since its beginning in 1973, Shannon Point
served primarily as a hands-on lecture hall for
biology and environmental science faculty from
Western Washington University and visiting
professors from institutions of higher learning
from across Washington. In 1985, Shannon Point
hired its first full-time director, Stephen Sulkin.
With experience directing at the University
of Maryland's Horn Point Environmental
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Laboratories, Sulkin saw Shannon Point's
potential to provide undergraduate students with
research experience. In 1990, Sulkin proposed
the Research Education for Undergraduates
(REU) and MIMSUP programs to NSF. While
the REU program was modeled after existing
undergraduate , research programs. Shannon
Point's multicultural program was unique.
"I remember one [NSF] reviewer said that
the idea was great, but questioned why it wasn't
being funded at the University of Washington or
Scripps Institute of Oceanography," Sulkin said,
"The answer, of course, was that neither of
them, or anyone else at that time, had thought of
it or were interested in it."
In 1991, both programs received funding. With
a desire to promote student diversity. Western
agreed to support a director for the multicultural
program. A national search was launched,
and Western's Huxley College professor Brian
Bingham was hired to direct Shannon Point's new
multicultural program.
"If I had to identify one decision that resulted
in the program's success, it would be that we
offered the position to Dr. Bingham," Sulkin said,
"While I spelled out the basic outlines of the
proposed program. Dr. Bingham has made it a
reality."
With Bingham directing, the multicultural
program has been attempting to diversify the
marine science field by offering undergraduate
students from the United States and its territories

a chance to come to Shannon Point to be part of a
six month, expense paid, marine science training
program.
"If we want to be at the forefront of marine
science, we need individuals with different
backgrounds that can contribute to the way
science is conducted," Bingham said.
Bingham receives 25 to 30 applications and,
with a small committee, selects eight. Even with
substantial funding, only eight applicants are
chosen to ensure everyone receives individual
attention.
"We look for students expressing desire and
motivation who are in need of a boost," Bingham
said.
Each student receives a personal call from
Bingham in December with notification of
acceptance. In January, students arrive at a dorm
hidden amongst a coastal forest at Shannon
Point. Shortly after settling in, the multicultural
program students listen as experienced marine
biologists present research on harmful algal
blooms, ocean acidification, and the nutritional
requirements of crab larvae. Students choose
a research topic and, over the course of three
months, help conduct research.
Current multicultural program student Sabelo
Duley, who is half African American and attends
school at the University of Hawaii, chose to
participate in Brooke Love's research on the
development of instrumentation used to measure
the effects of ocean acidification.

Left: Trevor Gearhart, Tanner Yess and Max Janicek (left to right) dig for worms during a Marine Invertebrates class taught
by Western professor Brian Bingham. Tanner was one of the eight students selected in 2009 for the Multicultural Initiative in
Marine Sciences: Undergraduate Participation program.
Below: Rhonda Elliott (left) and Katie Plemons admire a sea star collected for a Western course on Marine Invertebrates
taught by Huxley professor Brian Bingham. Both students are part of the 2009 Multicultural Initiative in Marine Sciences;
Undergraduate Participation program at Shannon Point Marine Center.

"I chose to participate in the ocean
acidification research because I would get to build
an equilibriunn tank while learning about an issue
that is applicable back honne in Hawaii where
reefs are being degraded by ocean acidification,"
Duley said.
After conducting research, the multicultural
program students will attend regional and
national
conferences.
These
conferences
give the students an opportunity to present
their work to marine scientists from across
the nation. This year's only female African
American in the multicultural program, Jennifer
Middleton, received second place for her
presentation on marine algal communication at
the Pacific Estuarine Research Society meeting
in Bellingham.
"I was able to meet one of the first female
oceanographers and she's only in her 30s,"
Middleton said, "I'm part of the first generation
of female African Americans going into marine
science."
In addition to conducting and presenting
research, the multicultural program students
will receive a $3025 work-study allowance to
teach second and fourth graders marine science.
They will also visit businesses and organizations
to learn about possible careers in the marine
sciences, and take marine science courses
alongside Western students.
"The hands-on experience at Shannon Point
has been incredible," said multicultural program

student Rhonda Elliott, "So many doors have
been opened."
Elliott is scuba certified and is able to dive
for specimens for her research on crab larvae as
well as for the marine invertebrates course she
is taking.
The opportunities Shannon Point has offered
underrepresented minorities have not gone
unnoticed. In 2002, Shannon Point received the
Presidential Award for Excellence in Science,
Mathematics and Engineering Mentoring. This
award came with $10,000 from NSF, which was
partly used to bring in previous MIMSUP alumni
as mentors. NSF has continuously supported
the multicultural program, and just this past year
gave $980,000 to continue the program into
2013. Continued funding is attributed to the large
number of multicultural program students going
on to pursue higher degrees. Out of 143 students
that have been through the multicultural program,
only two have not graduated, and 42 percent of
the students who have graduated have gone on
to professional or graduate degrees. Most pursue
the aquatic or environmental sciences.
"The number one most powerful assessment
of the success of the [multicultural] program is
what the alumni are doing," Bingham said.
While the multicultural program may be
successful at preparing students for the marine
sciences, with only 25 to 30 applicants, there is
outreach work to do. The program has brought
in a large number of Hispanics and individuals

of mixed ethnicity, but the multicultural program
may only attract one African American and Native
American a year.
"Getting students from historically black
colleges as well as from universities that offer
strong minority programs, but not a marine
science program, has been difficult," Bingham
said, "We continue to build bridges, but certain
areas are hard to tap into."
With only a handful of other multicultural
programs in marine science, there is also a
concern that there aren't enough programs to
make a huge difference.
"Nothing in the data suggests we are
even close to having enough representation
in the marine sciences," Bingham said, "The
percentage of underrepresented minorities in the
general population is increasing much faster than
anything we are doing with these multicultural
programs. We hope we are helping, but, in reality,
we are falling further and further behind."
While the MIMSUP program may have a small
impact on diversifying the marine sciences, the
impact on its students has been huge. Each year,
eight students leave Shannon Point with more
confidence and excitement, ready to bring a fresh
perspective to the marine sciences.
Gina Trautner studies environmental science.
She has been published in The Horizon.
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Students and families crowd Boulevard'Park in warm
weather, unaware of what seeps beneath their feet.

r

Boulevard Park, the mile of waterfront
stretching from the Taylor Avenue Dock to the
intersection of State Street and Boulevard,
has been dramatically impacted from more
than a century of industrial use. Creosote,
also known as coal tar, and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from the coal
gasification plant that operated on the site
until the mid 1950s are now leaching into
Bellingham Bay from the contaminated soil.
These byproducts from the plant may have a
negative impact on human health.
In 1889, the Fairhaven Land Company
built a coal gasification plant on this piece
of property, said Brian Griffin, amateur
historian and author of "Boulevard Park and
Taylor Avenue Dock on the Old Bellingham
Waterfront."
Griffin said the plant consisted of a large
holding tank 40 feet in radius that used
heat and pressure to turn coal into gas. The
gas was then pumped through an intricate
channel of pipes to power Bellingham homes
and businesses. The polluted soil is due to the
plant's operations, Griffin said.
According to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), creosote is used to
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protect wood products, luch as utility poles
and railroad ties.
The EPA has determined it is not clear
whether workers who are repeatedly exposed
to creosote face health risks in the future.
However, the Agency for Toxic Substances &
Disease Registry outlines several health risks
from contact exposure to creosote including
nose and throat irritation, gastrointestinal
damage, skin damage and possible death.
PAHs are formed from the incomplete
burning of coal, oil and gas, according to the
disease registry Web site. The most common
forms of exposure include inhaling PAHs from
burning fossil fuels and ingesting charred
meat products. The disease registry lists
some PAHs as probable carcinogens.
Griffin said the Fairhaven Land Company
received money from its insurance company,
the New Amsterdam Casualty Company, to
clean up the contaminated soil, but doesn't
know if the company attempted to clean up
the soil or not.
Tim Wahl, Greenways Program coordinator
with the Bellingham Parks and Recreation
Department, said it is not clear how much
pollution is in the soil. He described the

pollution, pooled underneath the park, as
having a dark, soup-like consistency. It is not
clear if coal tar is the only contaminant in that
soupy mixture.
"We don't know how the degraded [PAHs
from the coal gasification plant] are leaching
out of the soil, but we do know it is leaching
into the bay," Wahl said.
Specific steps need to be taken before
Boulevard Park can be cleaned up, Wahl said.
It has been difficult for all property owners
of the park to agree on how to cheaply and
effectively clean up the polluted soil.
The main property owners of Boulevard
Park are the City of Bellingham, Whatcom
County, the State of Washington and the
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway, he
said.
Wahl said the three-phase cleanup process
would take approximately three to 10 years.
The first phase is to drill holes in several
locations throughout the park to figure out
how much of the soil is polluted, where the
pollution is located and find out exactly which
PAHs or creosote are in the soil.
Engineering company Hart Crowser,
based in Seattle, is set to begin sampling
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As the sun begins to sety the calm sound of the changing tide fills
the dm A child dips hisfeetdn thd cool waters ofBellingham Bay
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and evaluating the level of contamination in
Boulevard Park's soil for $650,000, according
to the Department of Ecology's Web site. The
City of Bellingham will contribute $75,000 to
the project.
The second phase involves calculating the
cost of cleaning up Boulevard Park, Wahl said.
Depending on how much soil is contaminated,
the parties involved will either cap or contain
the creosote and PAHs to stop the pollution
from spreading.
The third phase is to clean up or remove
the creosote and PAHs. Some city officials
believe the most effective option would be
to use bacteria and plants to break down the
contaminants in the soil, Wahl said.
"We have to make a decision based on the
sciences of the risks involved in this project
and the economic cost to clean it up," Wahl
said.
Dale Norton, the unit supervisor for the
Toxic Studies Unit for the Department of
Ecology, said in his 1998 soil sampling study
in Boulevard Park, he and his colleague
found that PAHs had migrated from the
contaminated soil into Bellingham Bay.
"Boulevard Park is similar to Gas Works
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Park in Seattle/' Norton said. "They; were
both coal gasification plants and had similar
processes to produce gas."
According to the Washington State
Department of Ecology Web site, the PAHs at
Gas Works Park were contained by covering
the contaminated soil with 12 to 18 inches of
soil and grass. Ecology research from 2000
to 2005 indicates this method has worked
to prevent the contaminants from further
leaching into Lake Union in Seattle.
Despite the environmental problems that
still plague Boulevard Park, Griffin said the
creation of the park was a victory for the public
to have access to Bellingham's waterfront
after a century of industrial domination.
Before the park was created, Bellingham
residents had to cross the railroad tracks
on Easton Avenue, walk through the local
garbage dump north of the park and risk
receiving trespassing charges to gain access
to the waterfront, Griffin said.
He said that many Bellingham's wealthiest
citizens felt the Bellingham waterfront should
be exclusively for inddstrial purposes, while
the greater community fought the Bellingham
City Council to create a public park.
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"T^he mayor in.the 1970s opposed the park
■
rather actively," Griffin said. "That*s Why it
took so long to get the project going."
, * ' ’
' Jeff Jevvell, the photo historian at
Whatcom Museum, said that conceiving the' '
idea and actually building Boulevard Park was
a 20-year project.
"What those owners * didn't know was
that property values* around the park have
skyrocketed sinc6 the pafk was put in," Jewell
said. "I think out of all of Bellingham's parks, it
is the showpiece park."
Griffin said Boulevard Park is a work in .
progress and will continue to improve and
grow in the future.
''The thing Western students should know
is that wonderful park and walkways came
not from government action but civilian action
working to get the government to act," Griffin
said. "Enjoy this great community, but realize
it took a lot of work to get this far."

Chelsea Crump studies journalism. She has
been published in the Western Tront and on
the Klipsun Web site. This is her first published
piece in The Planet.
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The North Cascade Mountain Range behind Diablo Lake, seen from the Diablo Lake Trail.

Many kids today arent spending time outside. From instant messaging
to XBOX Live, children don’t need to leave their houses to interact
with each other. A 2002 study concluded that the average British
eight-year-old could identify more Pokemon characters than actual
species native to their homes.
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Author of Last Child in the Woods Richard
Louv calls this lack of outdoor exposure "naturedeficit disorder."
According to Louv's book, nature-deficit
disorder, causes dulled senses, attention
difficulties, and high rates of physical and
emotional maladies - symptoms similar to
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
However, Louv says the disorder can be reversed:

"Exposure to nature may reduce the
symptoms of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), and it can improve all children's
cognitive abilities and resistance to negative
stress and depression."
One program that has made childhood
exposure to nature their highest priority is
Mountain School, run by The North Cascades
Institute.

The Institute is located in the heart of the
Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest on the
northern shore of Diablo Lake in Washington
State.
Getting to the institute involves a
90-minute drive on the North Cascades Scenic
Highway. Nearing the school, students cross
Diablo Dam. On their left, they see the nearly
400-foot drop. If you throw a pebble over the
edge it takes five seconds before small ripples
appear in the tranquil pools below. On their right
is the lake and the Mountain School facility.
Mountain School is a three-day environmental
education program for elementary, middle and
high school students. Their mission, as Education
Director Jeff Giesen puts it, is to save the world by
teaching future generations to be environmental
stewards.
"We're trying to get the kids to enjoy the
outdoors," said Giesen. "They're gonna go home
and ask their parents, 'Hey, can we go camping
for a night?' These kids are young. They're 10
years old, but they can do a lot. They can actually
change perceptions within their family."
Giesen
recruits
classes from
across
Washington State to be a part of the 20-year-old
program, which started as an educational camping
excursion at the nearby Newhalem campground.
It has rapidly grown over the last four years and
now educates 2,000 students annually.
The program differs from .one grade to the
next. Elementary students spend three days
exploring the North Cascades ecosystem and
studying Northwest natural history. Middle school
and high school students study habitat stability
through what is called the carnivore curriculum.
The carnivore curriculum entails hiking
through the forest and collecting data on ground
cover, canopy cover, and coarse woody debris to
determine if the area is a stable habitat for the
reintroduction of the fisher, pine martin, and lynx.
Students then compile the data onto graphs and
present their findings to the whole school, said

Mountain School instructor Jenny Frederick.
"Many of these kids have never experienced
nature in this way," said Frederick. "Our goal is
to get the kids out into the natural world in their
own communities."
Frederick is one of eight Western Washington
University graduate students working toward
their Master of Education at the Institute. She
said she hopes the program will inspire students
to get out of the house and interact with nature,
and from the looks of it, it's working.
"It's great just to be outdoors instead of
sitting around on the computer," said Sam
Kallberg, a sophomore from Highline High School
in Burien, Wash. "Yeah, I've been camping and
fishing before at campgrounds, but nothing like
this," she said. "This is the coolest nature spot
I've been to. It makes me wish I could get out
more when I get home."
Kallberg attended Mountain School for her
second consecutive year this April with her art
class instructed by Lisa Bade.
Bade, who chaperoned 10 students from her
art class at Mountain School this year, said the
program teaches her students things they would
never have learned in the classroom.
Every trash can at the institute is labeled
"landfill." When the students sort their waste
into compost, recycle, and landfill bins, they
envision where each component of their trash
will end up.
Bade said that things like the "landfill" labeled
trash cans give her students a tactile experience
of conservation.
"I teach kids who never get out into the
wild," said Bade. "Kids need to get out into the
wilderness to see what is at risk. When they are
surrounded by concrete, what is there to save?"
Gene
Myers,
associate
professor of
environmental studies at Western Washington
University, said children become accustomed
to whatever environment they grow up in. It
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Education Director Jeff Giesen points out where Mountain School is on a North Cascades topographical map.

becomes their baseline of normality. In other
words, they don't realize that concrete isn't
natural. This is why Mountain School wants
children from every type of community to see
what nature is really like.
Bade said the staff does a great job of
incorporating their curriculum in the goals of the
various classes attending Mountain School. For
her art class, that means observing the forest
around them and creating scientific and artistic
illustrations to enhance their presentation on the
last day.
Scott Leppert's special education class from
Highline accompanied Bade's class this year. It
was the first time Leppert was able to bring his
class to Mountain School because of a grant he
received from the Foundation for Excellence.
Leppert said Mountain School provides more
for his students than just environmental education.
The staff make themselves responsible for his
students' physical and emotional needs.
"I knew immediately that it's what my
students needed," said Leppert after leading his
class back from the forest trails. "Flere, you get
to experience the academics you are learning.
You get to feel it, to see it, to touch it."
The cost of Mountain School is $300 per
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student, but Giesen said the North Cascades
Institute reduces the cost for students who
qualify for free and reduced lunch. Often times,
up to $200 can be subsidized per student. Then
it is up to the students, teachers and parents to
raise the rest of the funds.
Recent budget deficits have made it harder
for many schools to afford the program. Mount
Vernon School District, which previously included
Mountain School in its fifth grade curriculum
and accounted for 50 percent of the program's
students, was forced to cut the funding last year.
Fortunately for the program, the budget
deficit is the only obstacle keeping students from
attending. Giesen said there is no opposition to
the program. He said whenever he recruits at
Parent Teacher Association meetings, everyone
is in agreement that Mountain School is a muchneeded experience.
Giesen said parents and teachers agree that
children are missing out on the types of outdoor
activities they enjoyed in their childhood.
A study conducted by Manhattanville College
professor Rhonda L. Clements found that out
of 71 percent of mothers who regularly played
outside as children, only 26 percent of their
children spent time playing outside.

Another study conducted by University of
Maryland professor, Sandra Hofferth, found
that from 1997 to 2003 there was a 50 percent
decline in children ages nine to 12 who spent
time hiking, fishing, walking, playing on the beach
and gardening, while there was a comparative
increase in time spent on computers, reading,
and sleeping.
University of Washington professor of
psychology Peter Kahn calls this disconnection
between children and nature Generational
Environmental Amnesia. But according to Kahn,
programs like Mountain School can reset a child's
baseline.
Sebastian Gorden, a student from Bades'
class, said nothing he has experienced compares
to Mountain School. He said after he gets back to
Burien he and his classmates are going to change
the way they live.
" I used to litter a lot," said Gordon. "Then I got
up here, and you realize how beautiful the earth
would be if there wasn't trash everywhere."
David Gonzales studies visual journalism. He has
been published in the Western Front.
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At nearly 100 years old, the Elwha Dam situated on the Elwha River in Port Angeles, Wash, is still processing
energy for Port Angeles today. I was lucky enough to tag along with student Alex Kelly to the dam to photograph
a possible story for this issue. The dam was constructed in 1913 and will be deconstructed in 2012 with hopes
that the Elwha ecosystem will make a positive recovery. — Marybeth Coghill
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COMPASSIONATE INTELLIGENCE MUST
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TO ALL LITE EORMS,

PLANTS, ANLMALS, ROCKS, RIVERS, AND
HUMAN BEINGS.
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